EMOTIONAL AROMATHERAPY

dōTERRA

EMOTIONAL AROMATHERAPY®
SYSTEM
The dōTERRA Emotional Aromatherapy System contains six unique essential oil
blends that have been carefully formulated for use with a variety of changing
moods. Each delicate blend contains pure essential oils that can be used
aromatically or topically throughout your emotional journey. These naturally
complex, fragrant blends can accompany you as you let go of burdens, find
comfort and encouragement, or dream with passion again.

dōTERRA Emotional Aromatherapy® System
The kit includes six essential oil blends: dōTERRA Motivate®, dōTERRA Cheer®,
dōTERRA Peace®, dōTERRA Forgive®, dōTERRA Console®, dōTERRA Passion®.
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60202944

Six 5mL bottles

$212.00 retail

$159.00 wholesale

ESSENTIAL WELLNESS

150 PV

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This
product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

EMOTIONAL AROMATHERAPY

dōTERRA Motivate®

dōTERRA Cheer®

ENCOURAGING BLEND

UPLIFTING BLEND

We all have setbacks in our lives,
causing us to doubt ourselves or feel
pessimistic. The aroma of dōTERRA
Motivate complements affirmations of
confidence and courage.

dōTERRA Cheer Uplifting Blend of citrus
and spice essential oils provides a sunshiny
aroma to brighten your day.

• Combines Peppermint, Clementine,
Coriander, Basil, Yuzu, Melissa,
Rosemary, and Vanilla
• Apply to shirt collar before giving a
speech

5mL bottle

$30.67 retail

$23.00 wholesale

• Rub dōTERRA Cheer over your heart and
reflect on cheerful intentions
• Keep your chin up and rub dōTERRA Cheer
into the back of your neck

• Apply to pulse points before
participating in sporting events or
other competitions

31740001

• Features Wild Orange, Clove, Star Anise,
Lemon Myrtle, Zdravetz, Nutmeg, Vanilla,
Ginger, and Cinnamon Bark

31720001

5mL bottle

$33.33 retail

$25.00 wholesale

25 PV

23 PV

dōTERRA Peace®

dōTERRA Forgive®

REASSURING BLEND

RENEWING BLEND

dōTERRA Peace Reassuring Blend of
floral and mint essential oils is a positive
reminder that having more stuff and
doing more things won’t necessarily
make life happier. Slow down, take a
deep breath, and reconnect with the
composed, peaceful you.

The fresh, woody aroma of dōTERRA Forgive
Renewing Blend inspires a grounded
atmosphere and complements affirmations
of contentment, relief, and patience.

• Combines Vetiver, Lavender, Ylang Ylang,
Frankincense, Clary Sage, Marjoram,
Labdanum, Spearmint
• Apply one drop to hands, rub together,
and inhale deeply during moments of
pause
• Diffuse or inhale before taking a test or
presenting to a large group

31710001

5mL bottle

$40.00 retail

$30.00 wholesale

• Features Spruce, Bergamot, Juniper Berry,
Lemon, Myrrh, Arborvitae, Nootka, Thyme,
Citronella
• Diffuse when meditating to help release
feelings of anger and guilt
• Inspires a grounded atmosphere

31750001

5mL bottle

$26.67 retail

$20.00 wholesale

20 PV

30 PV
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dōTERRA Console®

dōTERRA Passion®

COMFORTING BLEND

INSPIRING BLEND

The dōTERRA Console Comforting
Blend of floral and tree essential oils
will help as you close the door on
sadness and take your first steps on a
hopeful path toward emotional healing.

The dōTERRA Passion blend combines
spice and herbal essential oils such as
Cinnamon Bark, Ginger, Cardamom,
Clove, and Damiana. This mixture of oils
creates a chemical profile with a high
concentration of phenols and ethers,
which contribute warming and renewing
benefits to the dōTERRA Passion blend.

• Combines Frankincense, Patchouli,
Ylang Ylang, Labdanum, Amyris,
Sandalwood, Rose, Osmanthus
• Diffuse during times of loss to comfort
the soul
• Apply over the heart as a reminder to be
patient with healing and to think positive
thoughts

31730001

5mL bottle

$49.33 retail

$37.00 wholesale

37 PV

• Merges Fractionated Coconut Oil,
Cardamom, Cinnamon Bark, Ginger,
Clove, Sandalwood, Jasmine, Vanilla, and
Damiana
• Wake up with purpose and vigor, and add
dōTERRA Passion blend to the diffuser of
your choice

31760001

5mL bottle

$56.00 retail

$42.00 wholesale

42 PV

Cardamom
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ESSENTIAL WELLNESS

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This
product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

